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SYNOPSIS
This forum is an extension of the previous webinar conducted by the facilitator on
the same topic with the exception that the format is structured towards a forum
to enable interaction and participation between participants and the facilitator. In
the previous webinar, a multitude of questions were posed by the participants
but were not thoroughly discussed or addressed in detail. Hence, a forum is now
provided to actively engage with participants online to address concerns and
issues on the subject matter for discussion to a possible solution.

It is anticipated that the forum will start with a brief recap on the Project
Management modes presented in a previous webinar, followed by opening the
virtual Zoom floor to questions and comments from the participants.

This forum will explore the different optimum PM systems that can be applied to
both the Owner and the Contractor organization across a variety of procurement
approaches by the Owner in executing projects that typically involve design/
engineering, procurement, fabrication/construction/installation, testing and finally
commissioning. Some of the common procurement types such as Design and
Build or EPCC, separate Design and Build contracts and other types such as
multiple construction packaging and Construction Management (as opposed to
Management Contracting) will be discussed as well.

This Zoom forum can only accommodate up to 97 participants and hence we ask
that only serious attendees and participants register for the event.



SPEAKER'S BIODATA
Ir. Faizal A. Sanusi has served the Project Management Technical Division in
IEM since 2005, including as its Chairman in 2012.

He has a BSc in Civil Engineering from the George Washington University, USA
in 1988 and an MBA from Open University, Malaysia in 2005.

His engineering and project management experience spans across the oil &
gas and building industry since he began his career 30 years ago. In his
career, he has performed various roles ranging from design engineer,
resident engineer, project engineer, project manager and project advisor for a
myriad of engineering projects – civil Infrastructure works, commercial
buildings including an intelligent office institutional building, gas processing
plants, offshore gas pipeline installations and offshore gas producing
platforms. He also challenged himself as an entrepreneur in the business of
facilities management for oil and gas on-shore installations and has provided
trainings in various project management topics to the Royal Malaysian Navy
and private commercial property developers.

Some of his notable career highlights as follows:
1.  Project Advisor and Project Services Manager for  Oil & Gas Exploration &      
     Production MNCs
2.  Project Services Division Head for a local Offshore Oil & Gas Service     
     Provider
3.  Project Manager for the Malaysian Securities Commission 4 star intelligent   
     building project
4.  Director of a local Facilities Management company overseeing    Oil & Gas
O&M projects
 
While he is currently the Principal Consultant of Centaur Project Controls Sdn.
(a Project Management consulting firm), he mainly indulges his time in
creating project management microapps to aid him in his profession.


